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An Interview An Interview 
withwith
Jeremy TillJeremy Till

I think that over the years we have got a bit cannier, 
I think that there is an implicit knowledge transfer 
from 6th year to 5th years that is passed on so that 
students are getting better at doing them, and they 
are getting more professional. I think my only 
disappointment is how many of the life projects 
have produced really good work but then it’s 
stalled. I think our success rate is too low.

It used to be that we knocked on people doors and 
said, “Will you do something with us.” its now 
completely the reverse, we are turning stuff away now. 
They arrive through general word of mouth in 
Sheffield and through personal contacts nationally.

Yeah, we wouldn’t do it otherwise. In a way I In a way I 
don’t think it is to do with the product.don’t think it is to do with the product.  
Some of the product has been incredibly good, but I 
don’t think that the success of it stands or falls on the 
product, as it does with other architecture school 
projects, which are completely focused on product.

A project that set a precedent for all live-projects to follow was in 1996 
when the Sheffield University, School of Architecture started a project 
based on the Sheffield ‘Heart of the City’ project (HoC) - a £100 
million urban regeneration scheme for a civic centre and the 
Millennium Gallery.  By 1999 the ‘live-project’ was a fixed part of the 
diploma (now Masters in Architecture: RIBA Part 2) syllabus at 
Sheffield and has continued for seven years.  Projects vary in 
physical and community size, and have expanded beyond the city 
boundaries.  Projects have occurred in London, across Europe and 
as far as Senegal.
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One of my criteria for what they could be is to do 
with this thing of exploitation. A lot of the A lot of the 
time we get potential clients asking time we get potential clients asking 
us if we design them a building, we us if we design them a building, we 
have to tell them, “No we won’t, we have to tell them, “No we won’t, we 
don’t do that.”don’t do that.” My thing is; could an 
architect do this? If the answer is “Probably no,” 
then it could be a live project. For me it’s really 
important that as soon as it verges on exploitation 
or else actually could an architect do it then they 
should not be using us. We should always We should always 
be bringing something to the table be bringing something to the table 
that a normal practice couldn’t,that a normal practice couldn’t, which 
may be free labour…

I’m absolutely sure, I mean a lot of new people 
come to Sheffield because they have heard about 
the live project and want to be involved, although it 
may not dramatically change you, I think that what 
it does is provide a critical mass of people who are 
thinking in the same way.  I think at that I think at that 
level it is the clearest thing that level it is the clearest thing that 
identifies the school as actually identifies the school as actually 
breaking the mould of 99% of breaking the mould of 99% of 
architectural education,architectural education, the people who 
interview Sheffield students are much more 
interested in the live project than their final pieces 
of work because thay can see participation which 
is absolutely necessary in so many practices...

It fits my definition of a live project; there was a client, 
there was a timescale and there was a live product, 
and we presented it to a live audience at the show 
room. I can understand you might argue that it doesn’t 
have the social worthiness of a live project.

It’s not directly empowering of the community or of the 
group of client/end users. The group structure was 
totally hierarchical, driven by three brilliant boys and 
then this kind of sweatshop. It is a phenomenal piece of 
work, whether it fits into a live project, I don’t know, 
but it is very powerful, you could read it as a slick 
piece of commercial work.
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To identify the variety of live project experiences, we 
would grateful if you could mark along the scales how 
you feel about the live project you have been, or are 
part of.  Please do not spend too long on this as your 
immediate response is important.
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THANK YOU, now post this in the Inconspicuous Yellow 
Post-Box in the Inconspicuous Yellow Office, The 
Studio, Floor 17, Arts Tower.

  Who are you?
 I’m M / F
I’m a Tutor / Student / Client / User

 Live Project Year....................

Name of Live Project..............................................



enthusiastic but it doesn’t really have a kind of on 
the ground reality base, but that said he is 
continuing the project. So it shows that it was an 
incredibly successful project because it hasn’t died. 
I think its right on the edge that one.

Because it had been successful, I slightly did it 
politically if I’m honest, we weren’t working at a 
regional level, our work isn’t know by Yorkshire 
Forward enough and that’s the next thing to break 
into.

I think that if they do become closer then you actually 
really have to reinvent the course as a whole because 
live projects, to me, are not about 
product, they don’t privilege product. 
And to do that to your entire MArch portfolio is pretty 
risky. So that’s why personally I think there is a line 
between the two. The thing that I find most interesting 
is their relationship not just with architectural 
practice but also with architectural education. For me 
that is the interesting line to pursue, it’s how it 
really does upset many of the 
established processes and values 
traditional architecture holds on to. I 
think that we as tutors don’t possibly articulate well  

Hmm, well I think that you have to have a range. 
For example doing up a school playground in 
Ballifield, which I separately I think is great, if the 
whole school was all doing this one thing, God it 
would be awful, so I think important to have a 
range. But I have to say I don’t personally think 
that S.Y.N.P fits in the definition of a live project. I 
think it’s a bit of a naughty one.

Because it doesn’t have a real live context. There is 
a live client who is great and mad and    
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enough to the students the reasons why we are 
doing it. To set them in their pedagogical context 
would be useful, that said we are the only school 
that does it properly. You will come across other 
definitions of live projects, in many cases, it’s just 
people doing architectural work. What we 
here hardly ever, ever do is design 
buildings; whereas some people’s definition of 
live projects is that you’re working within 
effectively a project office. That’s more or less the 
London Met approach. I think that it’s exploitative, 
I think you’re exploiting students as cheap 
architectural work. 

I think a couple of times the client has been pretty 
disappointed with what they got back but I would say 
that’s a real minority. The client feedback is almost 
always amazing. What we normally get, in the early 
days in particular but we still get it is that clients 
think that they are doing us a favour 
and that’s a problem. They think that they are 
giving dope smoking lazy students an opportunity. And 
then about half way through the project they suddenly 
realise how much they are going to get out of it. 

I think my definition would be rather than 
oppositional, would always try to be critically 
positive, so it would use words coming out of feminist 
terminology or left political terminology. The trouble 

is that I think that alternative praxis or practice as 
permanently understood is always understood as a 
binary.

Well there’s alternative and there’s 
normative and therefore you’re 
always caught in that binary and I 
think that that’s a really unhelpful 
way of operating. The trouble with any 
binary, particularly a binary of opposition is that it 
actually often leaves the privileged term unscathed. 
A lot of feminist theory is typically unbinary 
nowadays, in  that as soon as you set up the binary 
you aren’t actually really unravelling anything.
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TRAVEL with iYo
 

BERLIN
Informal Universi ty in 
Foundat ion  

A sel f -educat ion body, wi th the aim to 
establ ish a network that  shares 
resources and informat ion,  in the 
spir i t  of  social  change; able to 
produce new knowledge and research 
in the f ie ld of  form (structure),  cul ture 
and sociology. 
iYo looked into their  Slum protest ,  
opposing the pr iv i t isat ion of  educa-
t ion and their  focus on process vs 
product.
www.jackie- inhal t .net

WEST COAST,  USA
Tact ical  Ice Cream Unit  

The TICU rol ls through the ci ty in an act  
of  intervent ion that replaces cold stares 
wi th f rosty t reats and nour ishing knowl-
edge. Don’ t  miss out on a f ree ice cream 
with the bonus of  a pr inted informat ion 
pack developed by local  progressive 
groups in the area.
A mobi le nexus for community act iv i t ies 
whi le providing frosty t reats and food-
for- thought.  

www.tact icalmagic.org 

MOSCOW
Slava Polunin
The Snowshow  is  a comparison to 
Flash-Mobbing without people.  
Flash-Mobbing is used as a tool  to 
raise awareness or protest ,  gath-
er ing a mass of  people together for  
a short  amount of  t ime to produce 
an instal lat ion or performance. 
Watch out for  these short- l ived 
act ions,  catch i t  before i t  melts.  

www.slavasnowshow.com

LONDON
Park&Products
A mobi le stal l  was seen at  var ious 
locat ions in Kensington Gardens, 
distr ibut ing var ious devices to get to 
know your fe l low park-goers better.  
Try out the t ray-for- two, a f ree dr ink 
for  a t ray wi th two dr inks -  the deal  
is  you act  as a host to the park offer-
ing a dr ink to stranger nearby.  Other 
devices:  a re-view range, turns 
everything blue except for  swans; 
plant f r iendly games to play wi th 
squirrels.      

CALIFORNIA
antfarm
A col lect ive of  radical  archi tects 
who were also v ideo, performance, 
and instal lat ion art ists,  eager to 
f ind al ternat ives to the sty les and 
pract ices of  their  day.  They 
performed large-scale act ions and 
cr i t iqued the vi r tual  archi tecture of  
image, icon and power.  They saw 
themselves as part  of  the cul tural  
underground.
iYo have drawn from their  pract ise 
the use of  z ine-making, graphic 
posters and al ternat ive t imeta-
bl ing.ALABAMA

Rural  Studio
Seeking to take students out of  the c lassroom 
of the universi ty and thrust  them in to the 
c lassroom of the wor ld,  students at  the 
Auburn Universi ty are required to spend a 
per iod of  their  studies working with Rural  
Studio.  Encompassing an agenda of  social  
t ransformat ion,  the bui ld ings are a diverse 
range for an area synonymous with chronic 
def in i t ions of  poverty.

BOMBAY
Doors of  Percept ion Conference
An internat ional  conference and knowledge 
network which sets new agendas for design, 
pr ior i t is ing social  needs over technology-push 
in innovat ion.   The conferences br ing together 
di fferent discipl ines and communit ies that  
would not otherwise meet.
Join in on discussions around the ci ty,  look out 
for  smal l  groups of  people having informal 
workshops on a street-corner.
www.doorsofpercept ion.com

BEIJING
Uses of  Publ ic Spaces
Publ ic space how we used to use i t? In 
China pavements are used to voice opinion 
and interact  wi th passers-by,  by paint ing 
words with a huge brush and watered-
down-ink.  
A lot  of  areas have newspaper display wal ls 
where most people read their  dai l ies,  creat-
ing a space for discussion and debate 
about current affa i rs.

GLASGOW
Make Things Publ ic
1962: C Pr ice l i t  up areas of  the c i ty 
according to their  p lanning dest inat ion.  
Preserved -  red,  to be demol ished -  green, 
and the thi rd whi te -  being the areas the 
planners where unsure about.  The publ ic 
opinion on the future of  the bui ld ings was 
seen each evening as people sent in their  
comments by postcard.
 

ZAGREB, CROATIA
Invis ib le Zagreb
Zagreb sees the creat iv i ty in abandoned 
premises zones, exper iment ing wi th new 
types of  temporary publ ic spaces used for 
var ious cul tural  act iv i t ies.  By establ ishing a 
network of  such spaces, a spat ia l  infrastruc-
ture is used by al l  cul tural  producers.  Using 
the bottom-up strategy and di fferent ways of  
inf luencing the publ ic,  the project  asks the 
' r ight  to the c i ty '  and discusses the involve-
ment of  c i t izens in publ ic l i fe.
Listen out for  the next underground electro-
party.
ht tp: / /ar tefact .mi2.hr/_a04/ lang_en/theory_plat fo
rm981_en.htm

SAN FRANSISCO
PARK(ing)
An invest igat ion into reprogramming 
a typical  uni t  of  pr ivate car-parking 
space by leasing a metered spot for  
publ ic recreat ional  act iv i ty.  The goal  
is  to t ransform a parking spot into a 
PARK(ing) space, thereby temporar i ly  
expanding the publ ic realm and 
improving the qual i ty of  urban human 
habi tat ,  at  least  unt i l  the meter runs 
out.  
To do your bi t  to turn your c i ty green, 
s imply insert  a few coins and get a 
load of  lawn str ips down.
www.rebargroup.org/projects/parking/

A ser ies of  analysed projects,  f inding ways to discuss al terna-
t ive pract ice and useful  tool  precedents.













I N C I D E N T�

(Dis)placed; on the threshold of pavement and garden, 
the Incident Poster has unforeseen consequences… (The 
imagery of the Golden Buddha is reinterpreted within the 
social context…a contested matter between Christians 
and Buddhists, a question of representation;should the 
bell be replaced with the Buddha and the new incarnati-
on of the church be publicly acknowledged?). Arcane yet 
powerful, the imagery of our intervention suggestive 
of a crime; our student gesture is, significantly, just 
within symbolic territory of the Buddhist Centre...� 

Incident: Spaces are symbolic territories(During� our� time� at� the� IYO� an�
incident� poster� was� developed� to�
recall,� engage� with,� and� start� a�
conversation� about� live� projects�
that�have�occurred�in�certain�areas.�
We�used�the�police�Incident�Poster�
as� a� template,� drawing� on� the�
strong�use�of�colours�and�layout�to�
get� attention.� Posters� were� placed�
in� the� surrounding� areas,� where�
the� workshop� were� held� during�
the� second� day� of� the� Platform.)
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Jochen Becker

metroZones

Laurence Jenard
Recyclart

Teresa Hoskyns
Brighton University

Andre Viljoen

Brighton University

cloud of desires
who would we like to contribute to our project?

M
iranda Plowden

Sheffield City Council

hen IYO were thinking of who to invite 
to the Platform on live projects and 
alternative practice; we drew up a 
provisional list of individuals and 
groups from Sheffield, the UK and 
Europe, that we felt would be useful to 
listen to, talk to, and collaborate 
with - this formed our cloud of desires.

Even though only a select few could 
contribute to the event, we wish to 
share this cloud of potential with you.

We are grateful to all those who 
contributed to our Live Project and we 
wish to add a small description of their 
work, individual and collective roles 
in Live Projects and/or alternative 
ways of practice.

W

Key to 
names in 

cloud:

Geoff Gillard
Ballifield School

Andy Jackson
Heeley Development 
Trust

Constantin Petcou
atelier
d'architecture
autogérée (aaa)

Trish O'Shea

Encounters (Sharrow)

Jim Prevett
Encounters (Sharrow)

Ruth Ben-Tovin
Encounters (Sharrow)

Tom Hydro
Go! Sheffield

Tom Common

Go! Sheffie
ld

Carolyn Butterworth
Sheffield School of Arch.

Jeremy TillSheffield School of Arch.

Prue Chiles
Sheffield School of Arch.

George Lovett
Sheffield School of Arch.

Aidan Hoggard

Allen Tod 

Architects/Sheffield 

School of Arch.

Sam Vardy
Allen Tod Architects/
GM Products

Mark MercerSharrow Community Forum

Alan Deadman
Electro Works 
(Sharrow)

Colin Havard
Sharrow Community 
Forum

George Legg
Sarah Wigglesworth 
Architects/GM Products

Anne Markey
London Metropolitan 
University/ASD Projects

Anna Page
London Metropolitan 
University/ASD Projects

Dr Rachel Sara

University of Plymouth

Kathrin Böhm

Public Works

Andreas Lang
Public Works

Liza Fior
MUF

Fluid

Alice Fox
Access to Art

Dr Rosie Parnell
Sheffield School of Arch.

Mark KingsleySheffield School of Arch.

Tim Phillips
Sheffield School of Arch.

cloud of desirescloud of desires
who would we like to contribute to our project?

cloud of desires
who would we like to contribute to our project?

cloud of desires

Pierre Jambé
BRUSK



Biographies of 
Contributors

Kathrin Böhm
Public Works

Prue Chiles
BDR

Carolyn Butterworth
Sheffield School of Arch.

Constantin Petcou
atelier
d'architecture
autogérée (aaa)

Colin Havard
Sharrow Community 
Forum

Sam Vardy
Allen Tod Architects/
GM Products

Pierre Jambé
BRUSK

Mark Kingsley
Sheffield School of Arch.

www.publicworksgroup.net

www.bdr.group.shef.f.f ac.uk

www.gmproducts.org.uk and www.lovebytes.org.uk/~lb-sitelines/index.html

www.sharrowcf.f.f org.uk

www.urbantactics.org

“Public Works is an art/architecture collective founded by Architects Sandra 
Denicke-Polcher, Torange Khonsari, Andreas Lang and Artists Kathrin Böhm and Stefan Saffer, 
who have been collaborating in different constellations since 1998.  All public works 
projects address the question how users of public space are engaging with their environment 
and how design and programmatic strategies can support and facilitate physical, economical 
and social infrastructures in the public realm.  Public Works’ art and architecture 
collaboration is using the methodology of art led processes to explore how existing social 
dynamics can inform spatial, architectural and urban proposals.”
IYO are interested in both their practice and their dual role as practitioner and educator.  
In particular, what do you think alternative practice offers, over more typical practice?

“The Bureau of Design Research is a design-led and consultant unit based within the 
University of Sheffield.  They are a team of architects and researchers working to advance 
the design of the built environment through research, consultancy and practice.  Prue Chiles 
is a central figure to Live Projects at the School of Architecture.  She was fundamental to 
their creation over seven years ago, and she is very much still playing a key role today in 
their organisation and development.”
IYO are interested in BDR’s connection to live-projects and the origin of live-projects at 
Sheffield School of Architecture.

Sam is a former Sheffield School of Architecture Student who together with 
George Legg and Matthew Jones have set up their practice GM Products, which 
looks at the application of web-based programs in architectural practice.  
“GMProducts play around in the space between the real and the digital.”
IYO are interested in an explanation of their practice ‘GM Products’ which 
has followed on from their involvement in a past live-project, 
(‘Love-Bytes-Sitelines’, 2002) and their dual role as an 
ex-student/part-time tutor.  How did the Live Project develop beyond the end 
of the project?

Carolyn is a tutor and practicing Architect (Butterworth Archtiecture) based in 
Sheffield. Last year, ‘Studio 5’, which Carolyn co-ordinates, was set in 
Accrington, Lancashire. The studio developed a series of tools, inspired by 
conceptual art techniques, to start an exchange between themselves as 
architecture students and the residents of Accrington on the future of their town 
and the public space.  This year Carolyn goes back to Accrington in both the 
live-project and once again as Studio 5.
IYO are interested in Carolyn’s current experience as a tutor running a live 
project and studio in Accrington over two years.

Sharrow Community Forum helps groups and individuals to make Sharrow (Sheffield) 
a better place to live and work.  They support local people to be part of 
decisions that affect their lives and work to promote equality for all sectors of 
the community.  They are a team of workers supported by a Board of Trustees, many 
of whom are Sharrow residents with experience in community development. Colin has 
been prominent in developing a brief for two Live Projects, in 2004 & 2005.
IYO are interested in Colin’s past involvement in live-projects and his 
experience with more traditional architectural practice in Sharrow.

“atelier d’architecture autogérée (aaa) (studio for self-managed 
architecture) is a non-profit association and an interdisciplinary network 
founded in Paris in 2001 by architects, artists, urban planners, landscape 
designers, sociologists, students and residents.  This collective practice 
conducts research into participatory urban actions aiming for the 
re-appropriation and reinvention of public space through everyday  
activities (gardening, cooking, playing, reading, producing, debating, 
walking etc).”
IYO are interested in aaa’s work in Paris and what he thinks alternative 
practice is alternative to?

Mark has recently attended the Global Studio:  “Global Studio provides 
opportunities to develop new modes of participatory professional education and 
practice with policy and research implication, as well as possibilities for 
developing networks and partnerships.  Student participants are expected to stay 
at the Global Studio accommodation to help achieve one of Global Studios objectives 
of “building friendships and peace, network and capacity building at major 
international professional events.”
IYO are interested in his work and experiences so far with alternative practice, 
in particular, how important is alternative practice to architecture, is 
typical/traditional practice bad in comparison?

Pierre is part of a collective of skaters in Brussels called BRUSK. 
Together with the practice Recyclart, they developed a student project 
into a finalised skatepark.
IYO are interested in how the client in the project by Recyclart (Square 
des Ursalines), became a creator rather than solely a user.www.brusk.be

www.asf -international.org
www.theglobalstudio.com





Question 1:  How does the city benefit 
from Live Projects

Go Boy Tom: There seem to be loads of great ideas that come out of the Live Projects, but where do they go?

IYO:  There are no avenues or practices to embrace the socially conscious architecture students that Sheffield develops.  Unfortunately, they are forced to go elsewhere and the city 
misses out.

IYO:  Is Sheffield prepared or willing for the necessary change in architectural approach?

IYO:  What is the relationship between the school and the City of Sheffield?  Why doesn’t the city realise what it has on its doorstep?

George Lovett:  T
here is little or

 no profile for t
he live-project i

n the city, howev
er, this can be p

ositive as it all
ows for an 

easier control of
 the client group

 and the ethos of
 the project is m

ore open.

Colin Havard:  Live-projects have credibility, and are beginning to be influential for certain projects in the city.

IYO:  By maintaining links our credibility with clients grows, which contributes to and develops our power and influence through our knowledge. 

IYO:  How might this influence fit within, or run parallel to, existing council and other organizational structures?

anon:  Is a role for the live-projects to contribute to the armoury for community groups in their respective battles to reclaim the city?
Colin Havard:  Rather than practicing professionals, students and their works are much less loaded and can be much more mediatory 
between different groups/parties involved in community projects, giving a vision and aspiration to an area.

Colin Havard:  It is arrogant of architects to think that the university or the students were able to deal with all aspects 

of making live projects work.  I see each person involved as contribution their individual skills and experiences, but 

they all had to be aware that they operated within other structures.

Carolyn Butterworth:  A role of the live-project is to take the tools to the city.  (As the IYO has experienced) these tools focus interaction 

between the participants (inc. the tutors, students and residents) and allowed for more creative engagement that encouraged a 

re-examining/interruption of the everyday and brought out singularities.

IYO:  Should the live-projects role be less about creating a structure for other parties to adhere to, and more about creating 
an initial structure and set of proposals, and then working within a more flexible structure which grows with the entire 

project group?  Is the live-project an initiating tool, rather than a defined project with a start and an end?

Prue Chiles:  The Parkwood Springs project continued the momentum of the initiating project by the BDR, with speculative work by the 

live-project, and then further continuing work by the BDR, with the residents taking a lead role in the direction that the project moved in.

Sam Vardy:  There is a fine line between education and exploitation; some projects had commercial value and were for non-charitable

clients.

Alan Deadman:  We are constantly battling away planning applications and proposals to develop the surrounding 
areas because if they all became flats then the Stag Works would have to shut.

Constantin Petcou:  In many instances it is not possible for any one influence to override all others.  For a sustainable and considerate 

approach it is necessary for there to be a collective set of values and end-points for all parties to aim for.

IYO:  In Constantin’s terms, is it therefore necessary for Alan to have to meet with the approaching developers in order to attempt to come to a 
collective agreement, otherwise all growth and development of the area, for whoever’s goals, will be impossible?

Colin Havard:  We have to realise that we (the live project groups) are not alone in our battles, and that we are not solely responsible.  We 

are part of a much bigger system in which we play a key contributory role, but in which we are not all of the roles.

Colin Havard:  As a client representing a series of community groups, perhaps his responsibility is to design a community infrastructure, 

whether it be physical, social, tangible or intangible.  He feels that within Sharrow there were parallel communities that needed shared 

spaces to come together and that live-projects might suggest this kind of space.

IYO:  What is the potential for making the live-projects more viable and used in real terms?

IYO reaction to Lovebytes-Sightlines:  There is no empowerment as part of the project.  The nature of the project as a very complex computer program limits its 
accessibility, and therefore contributes to its lack of continuation.  A great idea and a sophisticated, seductive product, but not able to be easily further developed; a 

victim of its own completeness.

Kathrin Bohm:  We always build something.  The AA students tend to work in the city and develop our awareness of the 1:1 scale and of the 

personal interactions.  We tend to look at the inhabitation of spaces and the creation of special conditions.

The IYO reaction to Kathrin Bohm:  Despite the interesting opportunities for comparison between projects and years with a standard physical product, is this approach 
ultimately limiting the scope of works and influences that a live-project could have?

IYO: Is the work of Kathrin Bohm collaborative, encouraging a dialogue and a respectful relationship between live-project students and the participants, or is it more 
subjecting the users to the proposals and witnessing the reactions from a distance?

anon: Is the city able to maximise the value of Live Projects?

Kathrin Bohm:  We always build something.  The AA students tend to work in the city and develop our awareness of the 1:1 scale and of the 

personal interactions.  We tend to look at the inhabitation of spaces and the creation of special conditions.
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Colin Havard:  Live-projects have credibility, and are beginning to be influential for certain projects in the city.
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Question 2:  Do Live Projects Challenge 
the Values of Typical Practice?

Prue Chiles: Live Projects are alternative, but that they should not ignore the 

lessons that could be learnt from ‘typical’ best practice.  

Prue: BDR was formed in response to students wishing to continue with Live 

Projects but requiring a more formal framework to operate within. 
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IYO Says: Live Projects enable the development and sharing of other means of representation that may 

bring the community and the profession closer. This challenges typical practice and these skills could 

form the basis for an alternative practice.  

Prue: Live Projects are outside of the typical value system, as students are not paid for their work. 

Prue: We have taken a political position that the Bureau of Design Research should 

mediate between the strategic agencies making policy and the community; linking 

together the two ways that often, particularly in regeneration, do not meet in the 

middle. We use our privileged position, within the academy to be an ‘agent 

provocateur’; useful to both communities and the ‘top down’ policies of strategic 

partners.
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IYO Says: Students should be the initiators of Live Projects but relinquish power as it develops.  

Colin: Leadership should shift throughout a Live Project.

Colin: Live Projects can be used by community clients as a tool within 
other wider structures, such as situations where funding is required

Prue: At their best Live Projects are those that are adaptable in terms of scale,

ambitions, agendas and leadership. This allows them to mutate and be continued by

empowered communities after the 6 weeks. 

IYO Says: Live Projects speak of the intangible infrastructure that a community  
requires and this would be a positive thing to take forward into typical architectural practice.  

Kathrin Bohm: My work in Public Works, particularly Park Products, creates space 

through relationships, this relates to the idea of architecture that may be transitory or 

invisible and based on relational networks.

Prue: I suggest that Live Projects can be temporary, playful and fun and this may  
challenge typical notions of what architectural practice is. 

Florian says: Students set up the value system in Live Projects and the 

clients sign themselves up to these values. 

IYO: Students have a freedom in Live Projects, which they may not have when they are representing a commercial  
practice; this may suggest an alternative practice that is more speculative and less risk adverse. However this may be  
difficult to take forward into a commercial situation.  

Sam Vardy: When a Live Project client is a commercial one,

if the work of the students is professional, their project has 

commercial value. This raises the question; should students 

be remunerated financially for their work.

IYO Says: Live Projects question who is representative and who is represented 

Kathrin Bohm: My work in Public Works, particularly Park Products, creates space 

through relationships, this relates to the idea of architecture that may be transitory or 

invisible and based on relational networks.
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Prue: BDR was formed in response to students wishing to continue with Live 

Projects but requiring a more formal framework to operate within. 
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Prue: Live Projects are outside of the typical value system, as students are not paid for their work. 

Colin: Leadership should shift throughout a Live Project.



Question 3:  Do Live-Projects Require 
Community Participation?

Prue:  Communities need the live-project kind of work, as it encourages/empowers a community to develop 
to a new stage. 

precedent: Park Fiction:  The ‘middle’ scale spaces are described, potentially, as tools 
or spaces which can be used to transform power from the global, corporate scale to the 
public, personal scale. 
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Carolyn:  The continuing work and relationship with the town of Accrington is developing a long term relationship, which encourages the 

awareness of the students in Accrington, with more results coming from further consultation.  This will also increase confidence and will 

strengthen the avenue for listening by the students.

George:  Although public consultation can 
sometimes be problematic, engaging with 

communities during the Live Project teaches 
students more creative methodologies that 
they could then take develop in practice.
To be truly ‘Live’ a project needed input 
from the client though-out the project. 

Pierre Jambe:  We should move away from the terminologies of ‘users’ or ‘designers’, but rather adopt the term ‘creator’.  Currently, one will 

patronize another, such as a designer cannot assume the necessities for a skate-ramp as a skater cannot assume the knowledge of how to 

construct one.  There is a necessity to recognize each others skills in order to work as a collective. 

However, architecture students are always attempting to pigeonhole people into different roles and ‘actor’ groups, but in reality, 
most people involved with any community project need to work under a variety of different roles, and need to ultimately work 
collectively, rather than segregated. 

Clients are often unfamiliar with the language of architecture and planning and urban design and the students were a good mediator for them, 

which communities could learn from and take forward in other projects. 
Colin Havard:  For successful dialogue between project/community members, a shared space or ground is needed. 

Carolyn:  Students should remember that exploring their design ambitions can provide less mundane solutions that will 

excite people.  Consultation should not be a means to validate proposals but a way to avoid working in a vacuum and that this 

element of a Live Project was important to take forward into the Studio situation. 

The weight of the responsibility of the results of consultation can also be suppressing and can limit ones ability to be unrestricted in design.

However, this can be dangerous because the sheer volume of the ideas can be overbearing, and may not allow sufficient elbow room to 

develop and design the ideas. 

Colin:  Students, or any other member or group contributing to a community based project, are not working 
alone.  Live projects need to recognise that they are not the sole responsible members of a project, and are 
therefore equally not the sole workers of a project. 

IYO:  Do live-projects therefore need to recognise their potential role of one who collates and designs ideas collaboratively, and 
then distributes the responsibility and actions of these new tasks?

IYO:  Live projects can whet people’s appetites and this makes them work well pre-consultation.

IYO:  The term ‘community infrastructure’ has become extremely loaded for being too utopian.  Are 
live projects moving towards a realistic application of this term?

Question 4:  Do Live Projects develop 
an alternative education?

Prue: Live Projects help challenge fixed value systems and power relationships that exist within typical practice 

George: Are students aware of the type of practice they’re engaging in with Live Projects? 

Prue+Kathrin: We have split roles, that of the educator and that of the practioner. They often have very 

different responsibilities, one that is to help deliver an education to a student and the other to help deliver a 

project to a client. Prue: The Live Project provides learning for not only the student but the tutor and so called ‘client’ or 
individuals/groups directly involved in it running. 

Kathrin: I think, from what I see, Live Projects allow students to articulate their own agenda; and place the 

emphasis on the educational value as opposed to the community value; The equivalent of the Live Project in 

the AA was self-initiated and did not respond to a brief; they were a way for students to occupy and map space 

and test their proposals. 

anon:  Perhaps Live Projec
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IYO: Non-profit projects tend to lead to different values, a different educational value is often associated 

George: I would suggest that perhaps students are not fully aware of the role they have as 
leaders of the Live Project. 

Prue: Live Projects give students the opportunity to move away from the computers and engage in research -based 
practice. Successful dialogue between project/community members, a shared space or ground is needed.

George: By extending the Live Project 
into a studio as Carolyn had suggested 
students could develop depth of 
understanding and a series of tools, 
which they could carry forward into 
practice.Prue+Kathrin: We have split roles, that of the educator and that of the practioner. They often have very 

different responsibilities, one that is to help deliver an education to a student and the other to help deliver a 

project to a client. 

IYO: Non-profit projects tend to lead to different values, a different educational value is often associated 

Prue: Live Projects help challenge fixed value systems and power relationships that exist within typical practice 

George: I would suggest that perhaps students are not fully aware of the role they have as 
leaders of the Live Project. 

project to a client. Prue: The Live Project provides learning for not only the student but the tutor and so called ‘client’ or 
individuals/groups directly involved in it running. 
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Kathrin: I think, from what I see, Live Projects allow students to articulate their own agenda; and place the 

emphasis on the educational value as opposed to the community value; The equivalent of the Live Project in 

the AA was self-initiated and did not respond to a brief; they were a way for students to occupy and map space 

and test their proposals. 

Prue: Live Projects give students the opportunity to move away from the computers and engage in research -based 

Prue: I feel I could contribute something in Live Projects, and that I could engage directly with a project without 

feeling awkward as a tutor. The tutor can adopt the role of a student for the first time. 

Live Projects had been conceived as something which were led by the students. This changed the dynamic between the students and the tutors, allowing the tutors to have a more participatory role. 

Sam: Live Projects combine research and action within a tight time frame, but this could be expanded to encompass communication. 

Prue:  Communities need the live-project kind of work, as it encourages/empowers a community to develop 
to a new stage. 

Colin:  Students, or any other member or group contributing to a community based project, are not working 
alone.  Live projects need to recognise that they are not the sole responsible members of a project, and are 
therefore equally not the sole workers of a project. 

However, architecture students are always attempting to pigeonhole people into different roles and ‘actor’ groups, but in reality, 

Pierre Jambe:  We should move away from the terminologies of ‘users’ or ‘designers’, but rather adopt the term ‘creator’.  Currently, one will 

patronize another, such as a designer cannot assume the necessities for a skate-ramp as a skater cannot assume the knowledge of how to 

construct one.  There is a necessity to recognize each others skills in order to work as a collective. 

Clients are often unfamiliar with the language of architecture and planning and urban design and the students were a good mediator for them, 



Question 5:  Do Live Projects Raise 
More Questions Than They Answer?

• How do you keep Live Projects alive?

• How do the Live Projects become part of a wider 

structure, for example, the city, after the 6 weeks is over?

• Are Live Projects able to act as initiators and then relinquish 

power to a community later on?

• Do Live Projects need shared space/ground to operate?

• Can commercial clients be legitimate benefactors of a Live Project?

• Do Live Project clients need preparation on how to brief?

• Are there differing perceived levels of value by 

students partaking in Live Projects? i.e. Is learning a 

new computer program any better or worse than 

learning how to work effectively in groups?

• Are students conscious of the type of practice 

with which they are engaging?
• Are all students aware of the nature of their role 

within the Live Project?

• Could Live Projects establish tangible and non-tangible 

community infra-structures?

• Can you ever mediate between the various members 

involved in a project; is there ever a shared language?

• Do Live Projects need to stand the test of time and 

be assessed for their longevity?

• Do Live Projects bring a political agenda that challenges 

the values of typical practice?

• How successful are Live Projects in mediating between the 

city, institution and the profession?

• Do Live Projects need to be more interdisciplinary? 

• What is the future of Live Projects for Sheffield University?
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